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I. INTRODUCTION nel measurements from the Mars Odyssey, that total data
A key aspect of the Mars Network relay operation is throughput over a pass can be increased by nearly an order
the telecommunications planning process. Detail models of of magnitude through the use of our optimal scheduling
antenna gain patterns and spacecraft ephemeredes are used algorithm.
by mission operators to predict the proximity link quality We then consider the problem of minimizing the total
and the proper data rate for each pass between a Mars lander energy consumption for transmitting a given amount of
(or rover) and an orbiter. The selected data rate profile is data by a deadline. Such a deadline may be imposed
then uploaded to the remote spacecraft days or sometimes by real-time mission requirements; for example, the Mars
weeks prior to the beginning of each pass. Such "earth- Exploration Rover uses the morning pass, when the solar
in-the-loop" operation is inherently labor intensive and panel is operating, to send time-critical operational data
incapable of adapting to real-time stochastic fluctuations such as terrain image and health/status information for daily
in the channel and, subtle geometric complexity in the RF science activity and mission planning purposes. Again, we
signal propagation path. Performance optimization will be use Dynamic Programming techniques to obtain the optimal
particularly challenging for communications between an transmission policy and our policy has a simple threshold
energy-starved lander and science satellite whose orbit and form.
capabilities were optimized for science objective instead of
relay communications. Therefore, it is crucial to develop II SCENARIO
alternative approaches for transmission scheduling over the Currently two Mars Exploration Rovers (MER), known as
Mars proximity link. Spirit and Opportunity, are deployed on the planet surface.
Furthermore, for communication-on-the-move operations The mission of a Mars rover is to explore the planet
and reduced manual labor, it is desired to remove the oper- surface and gather raw science data and analysis results
ational dependency on a priori detailed telecommunications (e.g., chemical and geological analysis of rocks and, soil
prediction, but instead use statistical data on the channel, samples) to send back to Earth. The rover generates the
(e.g., mean, variance, or other higher order statistics, or power to cope with these basic activities using solar panels,
even known distribution) and, combine it with real-time, in- and storing energy in internal batteries.
situ, channel measurement to achieve optimization. In this Typically a lander/rover will carry two communication
work we assume that some level of telecommunication pre- systems. The first one is an X-band Direct-to-Earth (DTE),
diction and characterization of the statistics of the channel Direct-from-Earth (DFE) system designed to operate at
will be available as part of design and mission planning; lower data rate with higher reliability. It can be used to carry
this alone is needed. It is desirable to eliminate the day-to- critical command/telemetry data or as a backup system
day detailed pass prediction and planning exercise where in the case the relay infrastructure is not available. The
entire SNR profile is generated for each pass and possible other system is a higher-data rate UHEF radio with omni-
orbiter-lander orientations. directional antenna designed to communicate with three
In this paper we consider the dual problem of maximizing satellites orbiting around Mars, the 2003 Mars Express,
the throughput of a lander that has a limited amount of the 2001 Mars Odyssey and the 1997 Mars Global Sur-
energy to be used for transmission; and minimizing the veyor. When passing overhead, a rover, the orbiter signals
energy consumption used for transmission of data subject the lander via a hailing message defined by the CCSDS
to delay constraints. First we consider the problem of Proximity-1 Space Link Protocol [4] and, establishes radio
maximizing the data throughput between the lander and communication for the duration of the pass, which can
a Mars orbiter during a pass. We consider a lander with last as long as 20 minutes in the case of MER. The
limited amount of energy in the battery to be used for data rover can send data during that time window, transmitting
transmission. Over the orbital duration, the lander will only at 128 kilobits per second (typical data rate for MER)
be in view of the orbiter for a short period of time during using automatic repeat request (ARQ) and forward error
which transmission can take place. Since the lander may not correction technique for error control. Once data is received
have sufficient energy to continuously transmit through this onboard the satellite, it can be forwarded to Earth when the
pass at full data rate, it is possible to significantly increase orbiter comes into view with one ofthe ground antenna sites
the data throughput of the lander by choosing when to of NASA's Deep Space Network (DSN).
transmit, and at what data rates, based, on measured channel The operational experience of MER clearly demonstrates
conditions. the benefit of using the proximity links for relay to improve
Using techniques from Dynamic Programming, we develop energy efficiency and ultimately extending the operating life
an optimal algorithm for choosing when to transmit based span as well as the science return of the rover. Based, on this
on channel conditions. Our algorithm has a simple thresh- RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRexperience,manyfuturescout class missions wilUl likely lbe
old form; so that when the channel qualit is above the RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR"UHEFonly"missionsinthe sense that they rely primarily
thresholUd, it is optimal to transmit at full power and when RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRontheorbitersforcommunications with Barth instead of us-
the channe:l is 'be:low the thres:ho:ld it is 'best not transmit RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRingX-:BalndfDT:Erad.io.fBesides energy efficiency, there are
at all. VMoreover, the threshold.s are easy to compu.te, off- RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRalsomass/weightissuesrelating to the power su.bsystems
lilne, based.on channe:lLstatistics. We show, using chan- RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRsuchassolarpaneland batteries. Elnergy efficient operation
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will turn the mass reduction into savings on propellant cost over that time slot an amount of data equal to 1.1Mb can
or more resources for improving science instruments and be transmitted. In general, all the experiments reported in
mobility. The implementation of scheduling policies that the rest of the paper are the result of testing the scheduling
maximize throughput and minimize energy consumption algorithms presented over real Mars proximity link real-
subject to deadline constraints is therefore an important izations. In total we have the use of almost 400 channel
aspect of the design for future Mars landers. realizations available, sampled during the communication
A new Orbiter, the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO), between Mars Exploration Rovers and Odyssey. The data
has been launched on August 2005, and its relay service consists of samples taken at 4 second intervals and over a
will start in 2007 to support the Phoenix lander that is variable period of time depending on the elevation angle
scheduled to arrive. MRO carries a new UHF communi- of the orbiter, the antenna patterns, and the stochastic
cation system called Electra, and the Phoenix lander is fluctuations of that channel that affect the received signal
planning to conduct nominal operation via relay commu- strength. The duration of a pass window, namely the time
nication services provided by MRO and Odyssey. Due to during which the rover has a realistic chance of closing the
the energy constraint of the lander, it will not transmit proximity link with the orbiter, varies from 752 to 1176
data for the entire duration of the pass, but rather will seconds. In this paper we break up time into 4-second slots;
be more selective depending on the volume of data and this does not imply that a TDMA structure was assumed
energy budget. Also, due to MRO's science orbit, many on the link layer, but simply refers to the time resolution
passes will be short and at low elevation angle, which of the available channel measurements. Since the channel
amplifies the multi-path effects from terrain features and is slowly varying, the 4-second time resolution does not
near-field effects from science instruments co-located with impact the performance of the algorithm. However, if the
the antenna. In this case, the need to optimize transmission channel was changing faster, it would be straightforward
over the Mars proximity link is even more critical. to use the algorithm with shorter time slots. For simplicity,
Fig. 1 shows a sample channel realization with minimum from the entire set of realizations available, we considered
variance among the set of realizations considered in this a subset composed of at least 200 time slots, taking into
paper. It is taken from a database of recorded proximity link account only the first 200 samples of each realization. Each
measurement for the MER-to-Odyssey link. Even though sample associated with a time-slot and originally expressed
the stochastic variance of the channel condition in this par- as a signal-to-noise ratio has been converted into achievable
ticular sample is small compared to the rest of the sample throughput using full power during the entire time-slot, for
set, it is clear that stochastic fluctuations still play a central clarity of presentation.
role. A dynamic scheduling algorithm able to adapt the
decision based on real-time observation of these fluctuations III. MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT PROBLEM
is necessa for energy efficient communications. We consider a lander sending information to a satellite

orbiting around Mars. Time is discretized; in each time
slot the channel state changes according to a probabilistic
model that can be realistically predicted. The channel state

0.9 determines the throughput per unit of energy expended by
-0.8 _ the transmitter onboard the lander. The lander is extremely

0.7 energy limited, therefore the transmitter has a limited
n 0.6 amount of energy units to dedicate to transmission. The

objective is to find a transmission schedule that maximizes
p F the expected throughput, subject to a constraint on the total

0. 4 ~~~~~~~~~~energy that can be expended, and, a deadline by which the
0.3 energy must be consumed.. The time constraint is the result
0.2 of the limited period of time in which the satellite orbiting
021 406l 80l11l1l1l1l2l around Mars can establish radio lock with the lander and the

o20 40 60 80 l 00 l120 l140 l160 l 80 200
time steps amount of solar energy and battery reserve allocated for the

Fig. 1. Sample of the Mars proximity link as observed from the Mars communication pass. A problem formulation matching the
Odyssey orbiter. The channel quality is given in terms of Mb achievable scenario just described was first presented, by Eu, Modliano
per unit of energy consumed, where one unit of energy corresponds to a and Tsitsiklis in [1]. Let ak be the available energy in the
trasmission at full power over an entire time slot (4-second long step). battery at time slot k. The battery starts with a, units of

energy and the transmission must be completed by time slot
The path shown inL Eig. 1 is JUSt one examrplLe of channel n. The energy consumed at time slot k is cg. It follows that,
realization associated with a particular pass for an orbiter- the availabXle energy evolves according to ak+ ak,- e,
rover pair. A sample of the channel reali;zation represents with ak . cg for al'l the time slots.
the throughput achievable consuming olne unit of energy The throughput o'btained, given a certaml amount of con-
over anl enLtire time slot: the sample roughly equal to 1.1, sumed enLergy, depenlds onL the channLel fade state. Let qk
frisace, idcates tat consumig one uni of energy be te channel quali1 at tie slot k, an let f(ck, qk) b
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the throughput achieved at time slot k. The function f is in where Jk+±1 (ak -Ck) = E[Jk(ak -Ck, qk)1. The first term
general assumed concave and non-decreasing with respect in the right hand side of equation (3), f(ck, qk), represents
to Ck the data throughput that can be achieved in the current
The objective is to maximize the expected data throughput stage consuming Ck units of energy, and given the channel
given T time slots to transmit and a1 units of initial energy. quality sample qk. The remaining energy at the next stage
The problem is is then ak -Ck, and Jk+1 (ak - Ck) represents the expected

throughput that can be obtained in the future if the amount
max E f(Ck, q(1) energy left is ak - .

k=L Let us now assume the function f(ck, qk) as a piece-
subjettohk> 0 for all k and, wise linear function of the expended energy, of the form

subjec-to thconstaintshatfef(ck, qk) = qk min(ck, P), where P represents a limit
ICn on the energy that can be expended per time slot, or

Z Ck <a1 (2) power limit. Such a model is appropriate for space links
k=1 that typically operate in the low SNR regime where the

In the following subsection the problem is studied under relationship between rate and power is linear.
the condition that the channel quality qk evolves according Substituting into (3), the recursion becomes
to a known distribution function p(q); the channel quality
sample per time slot is not revealed until just before the Jkk(a<, qkk) O<ma, [qk min(ck P) A-1k+1(ak c)]
transmission at time k. In [1] the authors develop a dynamic (4)
programming algorithm that provides an optimal policy jn (an, q) =qn min(an, P)
for the case where f is concave, and obtain an optimal
closed-form policy for the special case where f is piecewise Atmthisepoingt, canoptma poiyead. acoe-or oml
linear, namely linear with a power limitation. Recall that we implementing it can be derived.
are not assuming a complete knowledge of the channel in Theorem 1: The expected value function Jk(ak), for 1 <
advance, an assumption that would reduce the problem to a k Ku, is piecewise linear with the form
waterfilling solution; we are assuming a rough prediction of -
the channel distribution and the knowledge of the channel §k(a) =4 min(ak, P)
quality sample at the beginning of each time slot. + k+ [min(ak, 2P) - min(ak, P)]

+ 7yk+2[min(ak, 3P) - min(ak, 2P)]
A. Dynamic rate adaptation scheme
Let us assume the channel quality qk is unknown until just
before the transmission at time k. The sample qk evolves
according to a stationary distribution p(q) that depends on [min(ak, (T - k A 1)P) - min(ak, (n - k)P)1 (5)
the orbital dynamics of the pa icular pass (e.g., due to the
elevation angle of the orbiter or the position of the lander). where the number of linear segments is equal to (n- k + 1)
Hence, the channel distribution may change from one pass and where -yk ,-yn are constants that give the slopes ofk' k
to another. Furthermore, we assume that the channel statis- each segment and are recursively determined. Starting from
tics can be reliably predicted (although accurate channel
prediction is not required by our algorithm). We want to E[qn1
maximize the throughput achieved during a "pass" of the and moving backward up to k 1, the slopes
orbiter given an initial amount of energy on the lander. dk k+1 arecalculatedfrom k+1 l, fork
This problem is nearly identical to that considered in [1] k k I+1'I kk+ni. The colnstants 7s and. jJ are given by
where the objective was to maximize throughput subject to

c t y

a deadline constraint. Here the deadline corresponds to the k E[max(qk _k+l )]
end of a "pass" during which the lander can communicate
with the orbiter.
Under these assumptions, the dynamic programming tech- k E [min(qk, Yk+)1
nique of 1l] can be used to find, an optimal policy. Specif- while k+1 ,n- are given by
ically, the value function Jk(ak, qk) provides a measure k k
of the desirability of the transmitter having energy level Y = E[min(qk, k+l) - min(qk, Yki+l + 7i+Q
ak at time k, given that the current channel quality is qk.
Theo recrsionl osfthe DP1 frmuWhlatofn thaot linsc the vluelGi

fuciosatec sae sThe above formn for the value functioln fleads to a simp:le
thlreshold based sche:me for setting the enelrgy consumption

,Jn(ar,,q,)= f(an,qr) values, as follows:
Corollalry I: An optimal policy for 1.< k Kn is to set the

SJk(ak, qk) = max [f(ck, qk) +J1k+1(ak - k)] (3) ckt to
O<ck <a. COnSUmptiOnC0
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. Full Power Fixed Rate policy: this policy transmits

r min(P, ak) for '*4k < qk at full power using a fixed (BPSK in our examples)min

- k+21 modulation scheme. When the initial amount of energy
min*., max(ak P, 0)) for .Yk+1 -< k+1 is not enough to transmit over the entire time win-

dow at full power, the policy transmits symmetrically
I around the center (peak) of the time window.

max(a. -n(n - k)P, 0)) for q~ . * Full Power Multiple Rates policy: this policy transmitsmin(P, max(ak - (n - k)P, O)) for qk < k+1 at full power using different modulation schemes (i.e.,

and cn = min(an, P). different rates). When the initial amount of energy is
The proof is given in [1. This policy can be explained, not enough to transmit over the entire time window at
as follows. Assume ak units of energy available at time full power, the policy transmits symmetrically around
k. At each time slot at most P units of energy may be the center of the time window.
consumed. If the channel quality qk was known for all It is clear that the Fullpower multiple rates scheme is more
k, maximizing throughput would mean selecting the lipL1 efficient than the Full powerfixed rate because it chooses
time slots with the best channels and, scheduling the service the highest possible transmission rate for the given received
during these time slots. Assuming that there are enough SNR. These two policies were compared to the algorithm
time slots available, this would entail consuming P units based, on the Dynamic Programming formulation, in which
of energy for LkJ time slots and ak K- j P for another not only the rate, but also the power consumption is adapted
time slot. to the channel quality. Two versions of this Dynamic rate
In our problem of interest, future channel qualities are of adaptation scheme have been adopted:
course not known. However, the constants 7k are represen- . with empirical discrete distribution qfthe channel: this
tative of expected channel qualities for future time slots as version exploits the realizations from the Mars orbiter
perceived just before the time slot k. The values -yi are to obtain the channel distribution.
ordered, namely jyk is the expectation of the best channel, i with Gaussian approximation of the channel: this
and -y' is the expectation of the worst one. If we associate, version uses a Gaussian approximation of the channel,
at time k, the list -yk+l . 7k7+1 to the actual expectations with mean and standard deviation derived from the
for future channel fade states, sorted in order of quality, we realizations from the Mars orbiter.
may derive an optimal policy based on the earlier case of Recall that the distribution of the channel is needed to
known channel qualities. The policy is as follows: take the calculate the thresholds. While in the first case the distribu-
current channel fade state qk and insert it into the ordered tion is empirically evaluated using real channel realizations,
list. If qk is among the best - channel qualities, consume in the second one those realizations are only used to get
P units of energy; if qk is exactly the [ k-th into the list, means and standard deviations to use in the Gaussian
consume ak - L[pJ P units; otherwise, do not consume approximation of the channel. In both cases, the algorithms'
anything. perforrmances are then evaluated over the realizations from
To conclude, notice that the threshold evaluation depends on the Mars orbiter.
the channel statistics. Since a particular channel distribution Let us consider a single realization of the channel from
is associated with each pass of the orbiter, the threshold the Mars orbiter. Given a power limitation P of 1 unit per
has to be computed for each pass. This evaluation can be time slot (it may be equal, for instance, to 1 or 10 Watts),
accomplished prior to the start and then uploaded onboard and a time window of 200 slots, the amount required to
the lander because the geometry of each pass, which is the transmit at full power over the entire window is 200 units.
most critical factor influencing the channel distribution, is Let us now assume, for example, that the initial amount of
known. This reduces the complexity on the spacecraft. energy is 50 units. That would correspond to the amount

of energy required for full power transmission for I of the
4

B. Numerical Results pass. In Fig. 2 the scheduling solution of the policy based
on the DP forrmulation is shown for this example. Shown

In this subsection we present the performance evaluation in the figure is the channel quality, the thresholds, and the
of the Dynamic rate adaptation scheme, based on the energy consumption. Since the channel quali is expressed
Dynamic Programming formulation, compared to two other in Mbits per unit of consumed energy, we consider a
algorithms. Performances are evaluated over 50 channel continuously variable range of data rates. Notice, that the
realizations measured from the Mars Odyssey orbiter. threshold values decrease as the deadline approaches. Also
The two algorithms with which the DP algorithm is com- notice that the algorithm attempts to transmit during the

I I I Ih Ih fi I I I I I-+pared, are bJased on the present schemre that uses a fxed bJest chlannel conditions.
transmission rate for the duration of the pass and a proposed In Fig. 3 we compare the performances of alUl the algorithms
scheme that adapts the transmission rate to the channelL for the same initialL amount of energy, 4 of what is needed
qualit but does not attempt to optimize elnergy consump- to transmit at fulLI power during the entire pass, over a set of
tion by avoiding transmission durinlg particularly 'bad slots. 50 realizationls from the M0ars Odyssey orbiter. In particular,
In particulLar the two schemes are as folLlows: for each chananelL realLizatioln the figure shows the throughput
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tion and energy consumption for the dynamic programming based rate initial amounts of energy, expressed as a fraction of the amount of
adaptive scheme. Any time the channel condition is above the threshold energy needed for full power transmission during the entire pass. The
a transmission occurs; the amount of energy consumed depends on the average performance is taken by applying the algorithm over 5u channel
quality of the channel compared to the set of thresholds, according to the realizations measured from the Mars Odyssey orbiter.
algorithm described in Corollary 1.

IV. MINIMUM ENERGY PROBLEM

achieved by the lander for each of the scheduling policies. We move now from a problem in which we have a given
amount of energy, and we wish to maximize the expected
throughput within a fixed period, to another problem in

Energy 25% which we have an initial amount of data to transmit by a
1200

-
DP deadline, and we want to minimize the energy consumption.

X DP w/gaussian channel1000 FNuAllPAowerMultiiple Rates | _Letdk be the amount of data remaining to be served at
1000

time k, and sk the amount of data served during time slot

800 _ t t f _ k. Thus, dk+1 = dk- Sk. The channel quality at time
_ ...k is qk. Transmitting Sk units of data requires g(Sk, qk)

units of energy, and the rate-power curve is assumed convex
k__ 600-

and differentiable in Sk. Since the transmission must be
4000 \| | | iA / | |lX | *\ 1 yl lX 1/;\*completed by time n, the objective is to find a transmission

policy that minimizes the expected energy

[ g9Sk qk)j (6)

subject to the constraints that sk > 0 for all k and
Fig. 3. The Throughput achieved by Mars lander sending data to the
orbiter for each of 50 channel realizations. n

E Sk > di (7)
k=-

To better appreciate the performance of the rate adaptation Also in this case a Dynamic Programming approach can
algorithm, in Fig. 4 we show the average performances be used to obtain an optimal policy [1]. Finally, an optimal
over the entire set of realizations, for the same initial policy in closed-form can be achieve when g is linear and
amount of energy. It is clear that the smaller is the initial subject to a power limit, and qk only takes values which
amount of available energy, the larger is the benefit of using are integer multiples of a minimum channel quality qmin.
the dynamic programming rate adaptation scheme. This is
because when the amount of energy is large (eg., sufficient
to transmit at full power for the duration of the pass), the A Dynamic rate adtation scheme
benefit of being able to opportunistically select the time- Let us assume a special case where g(s, q) is linear in q
slLots in which to transmit diminishes, FinalUly, in Fig. 4 so that q is proportionalL to the amount of data transmitted
we also show the upper bound on throughput obtained per unit of energy consumed. In addition, let us assume a
'by selLectilng the best fractioln of time-slots during which power 'limit P onl g This power lLimit results in a limit of
to transmit if the channel conditions were fully known in Pqk on the throughput achievable at time k. If dk is the
advance for the entire duratioln of the pass. amount of data remainilng to 'be sent, the recursion of the
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Dynamic Programming formulation is the following: where the constants qk, for 1 < k < n and 1 < i <
n - k + 1, are defined in the following.

Jk(dk,qk) mi k Jk+ I dk - k) The proof is given in -l]. It turs out that the
0<-Sk<min(dk,Pqk) qk (8) value function Jk(dk) is a piecewise linear function with

where 7k+1(dk) = E[ k(dk,qk)] We impose an infinite r - k 1 segments, each with slope k. Regarding the
cost for not sending all the data by the deadline; the slopes, the base case k n (and i 1) iS given by
terminal cost function is 1 EF1

f 0 for dn+l <.0 Lq0
J~±i(c~±i, ~+i) ~ oc for dn+1 > 0 while q 7 -+ are recursively obtained from

1 'qn-~k+l eutigiFor any possible value of qk, let Ok (qk) be a value of Uk r**k -k+l resulting in
that minimizes the expression

dk-Uk -F Jk+1I(Uk) TkIk k
qk

over all Uk > 0. Thus where 0 is defined in Definition 1(.
Definition 1: Given an m-dimensional list (l, ..&a!m)

)mm 'Uk sorted in ascending order, and an i-dimensional listOtk (qk )= arg min Jk+l (Uk)-- (9).....'aUgk>+0 qk consisting of i repetitions of the same number x, let
A value Of Sk minimizing the right-hand side of equation (8) 0( .x c'i, .... am) be the ('m + 1)-dimensional sor ed, list

can be expressed in terms of k (qk), leading to the optimal obtained by
policy as given in Theorem 2. 1) merging and sorting the two list
Theorem 2: There exists an optimal policy in which the 2) keeping the smallest rri + 1 elements
amount of data to serve at time slot k has the following The slopes 1..... I reflect the expected marginal
form: cost of sending a data unit. At time k, data may be sent

.r0s. 3is tifdk . 3/k( 31)immediately for a cost of -L .units of energy per unit of
Sk \ min(dk -k(qk), Pqk) if Ok(qk) < dk data. A maximum of Pqk units of data can be sent per time

slot. Alternatively, data may be sent in future stages for an

'3^3-~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~epce cos give bY Jk2-3333333f3,or)3i33---.dth fis PqmiThe proof is given in [1]. In effect, Ok (qk) is a threshold exetdcs ie yj+ I -#-- fo th istPr
under which the energy cost of sending data immediately units of data, and z' for each ith additional Pq in units
exceeds the cost of saving data for later transmission. of data. The resulting value function Jk (d,q) is then a
It does not depend on the remaining data dk, so it is piecewise linear function with slopes
easy to compute. This property allows the development of
numerical methods that considerably speed the process of 0 ___ 1_

... nkl

calculating the value function, detailed in [2]. When qk qmin qk 77k+1 qk+l
is .- . t r i -.. i . f g :(n - k I)Pqm in' In particular, the slopes for
of a constant qi it is possible to obtain a closed-form . arecalculated.accorg t ( 1 G ths f

expressioln~~ ~ ~of+ are calculate according to (I .Gie thi fomo
expression of the optimal solution the value function, a closed-form algorithm implementing
Theorem 3: Suppose the channel quality qk is restricted to the optimal solution can be obtained as follows.
integers multiple of qnin. The expeced value function is
given by Corollary 2: An optimal policy at time k, for 1 < k <

n - 1, is to set the amount of data to serve Sk equal to:

*Jk(dk) = 1mlHin(dk, Pqnin) ( min(dk, Pqk) if > 1k+1

min(max(dk - Pqminj, 0), Pqk) if iik+i K kq+171k - lgnin(max(d - 2Pqmin,0) Pqk) iJ 713+ < qk < 7q[min(dk, 2Pqmin)- min(dk, PqmTin)] in(max(dk 2Pqkn, 0), Pqk) if Tlk+1 q k+1

and so on until qk kn+ where Sk = min(max(dk-
(n - k)Pqmin, 0), Pqk)

B. Numerical Results
1

+ n-k+1 [mnin(dk, (nz-k+1)Pqmjn)-min(dk, (n-k)Pqmi)] In this subsection we present the performance evalLuation
.,, ~~~~~~~~~~~~ofthle D)ynaminc racte aldaptive schemne withn e:mpirical dis-

(1%jete distributions of the channelL, the Full power ;fixed
ralte scheme anad the Full power ralte aldaptive scheme.iThis assumption is particullarlly reasonlablle for the Mars proximity llinks

where the channel values over a pass can he quantized and represented as PerformancesW are evaluated on th samsellt of 50 real-
a integer multiplLe of some minimum value. izatiolns of the c:hanlnel from the VMars Odyssey orbiter (see
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paragraph III-B); here the objective is to minimize energy serve. Also in this case a lower bound is shown by assuming
consumption, given some initial amount of data to deliver. complete knowledge of the channel realization over the
Let us consider a single realization of the channel from the entire pass and transmitting during the best time slots.
Mars orbiter. We apply a channel quantization where q"i, Again, the Dynamic rate adaptation scheme is reasonably
is equal to 10 kilobits and, all the other values are integer close to the bound. The gap can be interpreted as the
multiple of q,i, with 10 kilobits as minimum granularity. cost due to the lack of knowledge of the channel. Note
Given a power limitation P of 1 unit per time slot, a time that the ability to respond to the channel variation more
window of 200 slots and an initial amount of data equal to rapidly would improve the absolute performance of all the
4Mb, in Fig. 5 the scheduling solution for the scheme based algorithms. However, the gap between the lower bound, and,
on the DP formulation is presented. Notice, again, that the the DP algorithm is independent of the duration of the time

slot. In this case, this gap only depends on the uncertaimty
4Mb about the future of the channel quality, even if we could

_channelquality measure the channel perfectly time slot after time slot.
- w u ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~thresholds

V. THE MULTI-USER CASE OF THE MINIMUM ENERGY
n**1|#*1 1 PROBLEM

21~8 75t9 t1 S -~In this section we extend the energy minimization prob-
:E0500.5l ll 1 tii\ \\\\/ \\ lem to the multi-user (landers) case, using the approach

described in 13]. We assume that the Mars orbiter has to
communicate with more than one Mars lander, scheduling
their transmission over the same time window. This assump-
tion is particularly reasonable when multiple landers are

2 40 60 80 near each other on the Mars surface.0)20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 2(00
time steps We consider a system with a single receiver, the Mars

5~~~~~~~orbiter, colklecting data from N users, through independent
Fig. 5. Thresholds (dashed lines), channel conditions, and data transmis- ' c

sion for the energy minimization problem with 4Mb of data to send. time-varying channels. The channel state of each user is
a random process and is assumed to be known at the
beginning of each time slot; i.e., qjk is assumed known at

threshold values decrease as the deadline approaches. Also, the beginning of time slot k for each user j, but is unknown
notice that the algorithm chooses to transmit during the best for future time slots
samples of the channel quality (although channel conditions Each user has an amount of data that must be transmitted by
are not known to the algorithm in advance). a deadline. The transmitter controls the consumed energy

_______________________________________________________by adjusting the rate allocation subject to the constraints
_ ArFullPower FixedRate W r r that only one user can transmit in each slot and that all of

ru Full Power Multiple Rates t16 _ x Dowerboundp the data must be transmitted by the deadline. The rate per
14_ time slot assigned to the user j at time slot k is 4jk. For

2D12 _ _ any given state qjk of the channel j at time slot k, there is
12-

0 W a rate-power curve g( 4jk, qjk) representing the amount of
Sb ~~~~~~~~~~~~~energyrequired to transmit at rate Pj when the channel is

E 8__ in state qjk.
o) 6 _ _ The goal is to find a transmission schedule that minimizes

the expected, consumed energy, subject to a constraint on
4_ the minimum amount of data to serve for each user and

2; a* a deadline by which it must be transmitted. For clan of
0 1.5 2 25 presentation we now let K represent the deadline constraint

1 .5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6vInitialDatatotransmit[Mb] (i.e., the end of the pass) where K > N. The optimization
problem becomes

Fig. 6. Average Energy Consumption of the different policies for different
initial amounts of data. The average performance is taken by applying the N i
algorithm over 50 channel realizations measured from the Mars Odyssey mm [Z Ytkqi) 1(2

In Fig. 6 we plLot the average performrances of the Dynamffic subject to the constraint that at least the initial amount of
rtadpainscheme and the others schemres for different data d4 for each user is served within a finite tilme window:

oter. m r r d r t 8.t.naafo Hefe t on f.nH Lit1 k=1 o



N B. Numerical results

Zrik1Vk=1,.........K (14)
ET,, I Vk 11 ...iK (14)

In this subsection we compare the performance of thej=1
heuristic algorithm with the multi-user version of the Full

wherejk is equal to 1 if theuserhasbeenservedduring Power Fixed Rate and the Full Power Multiple Rate ap-
the time slot k, 0 otherwise. Inequality (13) expresses that
the service of all the users has to be completed, within the Poaes atwpresentedafor thesingl -userscenFull Power algorithms are adapted. to the mu.lti-user see-
frame of K time slots, while (14) that at most one user nario using time-division-multiple-access, but are otherwise
per: slLot can be served. no different than the single user versions described earlier.The power expenditure is assumed to be a piece-wise linear We assume 2 users, an initial amount of data to transmitfunction of the transmission rate, i.e. g .jk,q ik)= iq' from 5 to 25 Megabits, and a time window constraint of
with a power limitation. Again, this optimization problem .A.t
can be formulated and solved using discrete-time Dynamic 80sondsh A can be seen from F 7hem h,erillalLgorithm ou.tperforms the Full Power schemes; however,
Programming techniques. EIowever, i:n the case of multipleProgramming~~~~~~tehius Hoee,i.h cs fmtp the energy savings due to the heuristic algolrithm are lnot
users, we are no longer able to find a simple solution to . . .
the Dynamic Program and, even a numerical solution be- nearly as large as in the single user scenario. This is most

likely due to the sub-optimality of the heuristic algorithm.
come proh y c . H Hence, developing more efficient algorithms for the multi-

approaches based on our earlier work in [3]. The algorithm user scenario remains an imporant area for future work.
is briefly described below; more details can be found in [3].

50lll
A Full Power Fixed Rate TDM

Full Poe Multiple Rates TOMA. Multi-user heuristic algorithm 45 oDP

For the moment, let us ignore the deadline constraint and 40
focus on a single user with an average rate requirement. 35
Our heuristic is based on solving the following optimization
problem. Specifically, we want to minimize the expected
consumed energy subject to an average rate guarantee to E

the user. Therefore, during each time slot, the transmitter 0

need to choose a data rate based on the channel state during L 15

that time slot. The formulation of this problem is as follows: 10*7

min E P(q)g(Qq, q) 0!~~~~~~~~~~~~~10L 1'5 20 25

q Initial Data to transmit per user [Mb]

.t P(q) I-q =LTRG (15) Fig. 7. Energy consumption per user wiih different initial amount of daia
q to transmit from the landers to the Mars orbiter

where the optimization is taken over the values of pq
the data rate chosen when the channel is in state q. The
function to be minimized represents the expected, energy VI. CONCLUSIONS
cost averaged over all possible discrete channel values, Efficient use of energy is critical for future robotic missions
and the constraint represents the average long-term rate to Mars. Since communications is a major source of the
guarantee (LTRG); where, P(q) is the probability mass energy drain for many such missions (e.g., scout missions);
function of the channel state. The sum in the objective in this paper we focused on energy efficient transmission
function is a simple expectation of the consumed energy. scheduling schemes. By adopting Dynamic Programming
The solution of this optimization problem yields, for any based algorithms first developed in [1] to the Mars sce-
channel state q, the value tq of the data rate, in order to nario, we were able to demonstrate an order of magnitude
meet the long term rate guarantee, subject to minimizing increase in data throughput and similar decrease in energy
the expected consumed energy. consumption. Our approach takes advantage of the time-
Now, to solve the multi-users problem, the transmitter has to varying channel conditions to "opportunistically" transmit
make the following two decisions at the beginning of each at time when the channel is relatively good. The benefits
time slot: 1) to whom the time slot should be allocated; and of our Dynamic Programming based approach is not only
2) the transmission rate to use during the time slot. Our in the increased throughput and energy efficiency, but
heuristic algorithm selects the user with the best channel also in the simpliciy of operation. Indeed, implementing
state during each time slLot; and uses the data rate obtained our alUgorithms onlLy requires statisticalL knowlLedge of the
for the singlLe user problem with appropriatelLy chosen LTRG channel (e.g., distribution, or first and second moments),
parameter and the channelL condition for the chosen user. but does not require sophisticated channelL prediction. This
Te LTGparameter is updated at each tie slot on is incontast wit proposed approaches tat attempt to de-

the basis of the amou.nt of data already served. and. the velop accu.rate channlel predi;ction models based. on anltennla
remailning time before the deadlilne, patterns, orbita:l dynamics, and lander positions.
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